Introduction.
Let A be a Banach algebra, A** its second conjugate space and ttA the canonical embedding of A into A**. Arens has defined two natural extensions of the product on A to A**. Under either Arens product, A** becomes a Banach algebra. In §3, we show that if A is a semisimple Banach algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra B, then ^AiA) is a two-sided ideal of A** (with the Arens product). In particular, a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra has such property. This result greatly generalizes some recent results obtained by the author (see [12, p. 82] and [13, p. 830] ).
In §4, we study the radical R** oí A**, where A is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra. We show that, under either Arens product, R** remains the same and it is the right annihilator of A**. A similar result was obtained Finally, by using the above result as well as the result in §4, we answer a question of the author affirmatively: if A is a semisimple dual Banach algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of a ß*-algebra, then A is Arens regular and A**/R** is a semisimple Banach algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of some B*-algebra.
(^(i)) = / and lA(rAi])) = ], then A is called a dual algebra.
An idempotent e in a Banach algebra A is said to be minimal if eAe is a division algebta.
In case A is semisimple, this is equivalent to saying that Ae ieA) is a minimal left (right) ideal of A.
In this paper, all algebras and linear spaces under consideration are over the field C of complex numbers.
3. The Arens products and annihilator algebras. Let A be a Banach algebra, A* and A** the conjugate and second conjugate spaces of A, respectively.
The two Arens products on A** are defined in stages accotding to the following rules (see [l] ). Let x, y £ A, f £ A*, F, G £ A**. The left multiplication in (A**, °) is weakly continuous and the right multiplication in (A**, °') is weakly continuous (see [l, p. 842] ). If x £ A and F £ A**, then nAix) °F = nAix) °' F and F °t7a(x) = F °' 77^ix) (see [l, p. 843] ).
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The following result is useful throughout the paper. and rrAie) ° A** = nAieA).
A. The radical of the algebra (A**, °). This section is devoted to the discussion of the radical of the algebra (A**, °). The main result in this section is useful in §5.
Ci vin and Yood [5] had studied this problem for the group algebra of an infinite locally compact abelian group.
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, A will be a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra. Let R** (resp. P**) denote the radical of (A**, °) (resp. (A**, °')); R** and R** may not be zero (see [5, p. 857, Theorem 3.14] and [13, p. 831, Theorem 5.5])-By Theorem 3.1, TT/s^A) is a two-sided ideal of (A**, o). 98, Lemma (2.8.6)], Km) n nAiA) contains a minimal idempotent trAe) oí trÀA).
By the maximality of M, we have M = (l -rrAe)) °A**. Also M is weakly closed by the proof of Theorem 4.1 and this completes the proof.
We remark that a similar result for left ideals has been obtained by Civin for the group algebra of an infinite locally compact abe lian group (see [3] weak limit points in A**. Let F e A** be a weak limit point of \ttaÍxE )\.
Then for any y £ A, nAiy) ° F is a weak limit point of TTAiyxEy). Since A is a dual algebra, by Theorem 3.1 trAy) ° F e 77^ (A). Let ¡ea: a £ \\ be a maximal orthogonal family of hermitian minimal idempotents of B containing ¡e^: A £ A).
Then it is easy to see that nAy) ° F ° nAiea) = nAiyxea) (a £ A). Since ¡ea:
a £ \] is maximal, it follows that nAiy) ° F = nAiyx) (see [9, p. 21] Notation.
In the rest of this section, B** with the Arens product will be denoted by (B**, *). As before, let R** denote the radical of (A**, o).
Lemma 5.6. Suppose A is an annihilator algebra. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For each R £ R** and g £ B*, we have R(g) = 0.
(ii) R** is the left and right annihilator of (A**, °).
Proof, Now we are ready to prove the following result:
Theorem 5.7. Let A be a semisimple dual Banach algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of a B*-algebra. Then the following statements hold:
(i) A is Arens regular.
(ii) A**/R** is a semisimple Banach algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of some B*-algebra. Remark. We know that the above result is not true for arbitrary dual A*-algebras (see [13, p. 833, Remark] )-Also if A is a dual A*-algebra which is Arens regular, A may not be a two-sided ideal of its completion in an auxiliary norm;
in fact, A can be reflexive (see [9, p. 35] )-Let O = A**/R**. Clearly, we can identify A as a closed two-sided ideal of a. Proof.
We use the notation in the proof of Theorem 5.7. Suppose the socle of tt is dense in u. Then Q is a dual B*-algebra. For each minimal idempotent e £ Q and b £ B, we have e = ken Ab) e £ ttAB), where k is a constant.
Hence it follows that Q = B. Now it is easy to see that tt2 C A. Since the socle of tt ¡s dense in tt, tt C A and so Ü = A. The converse of the corollary is clear and this completes the proof.
If A is reflexive, then it is clear that A** is semisimple. However, in general, A** may not be semisimple as shown in [13, p. 831, Theorem 5.5]. where the bar denotes the complex conjugation. If A is a B*-algebra, then A** is a B*-algebra under the involution F -> F* (see [il, p. 192] ).
Corollary 5.10. Let A be a dual A*-algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of a B*-algebra B. Then (A**, o) is a *.algebra and A**/R** is an A*algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of a B*-algebra.
Proof. By Theorem 5.7, A is Arens regular and so A** is a *-algebra under the involution F -F* by [il, p. 186, Theorem l] . Clearly R** is a *-ideal of A**. Now the corollary follows easily from Theorem 5.7.
It was asked in [13, p. 833] whether the algebra C* * is semisimple. If
